%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2.01
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Von: William Adams <wadams@atlis.com>
Datum: 3. März 2004 01:07:31 MEZ
An: MacOSX-TeX@email.esm.psu.edu
Betreff: [OS X TeX] Metafun manual Preview bug isolated
Antwort an: "TeX on Mac OS X Mailing List" <MacOSX-TeX@email.esm.psu.edu>

I've managed to create a .pdf which shows this bug on-screen. Sorry I
didn't think of that before, just saved pg. 38 as a PostScript print job
from Preview, then distilled w/ Acrobat Distiller w/ the Prinergy Refiner.

The problem seems to be the creation of bitmaps (three of them, 144 dpi)
on top of the vector text and graphics.

Wendy, I'm going to forward a copy of the .pdf separately to you @
wendy(a)tug.org --- if anyone else wants to see it e-mail me and I'll do
a mass mailing when I come in to work tomorrow.

William

-- 
William Adams, publishing specialist
ATLIS
www.atlis.com
-----------------------------------------------------
Please see <http://www.esm.psu.edu/mac-tex/> for list
guidelines, information, and LaTeX/TeX resources.



%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2.02
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Von: Wendy McKay <wgm@cds.caltech.edu>
Datum: 3. März 2004 01:35:13 MEZ
An: TeX on Mac OS X Mailing List <MacOSX-TeX@email.esm.psu.edu>
Betreff: Re: [OS X TeX] Metafun manual Preview bug isolated
Antwort an: "TeX on Mac OS X Mailing List" <MacOSX-TeX@email.esm.psu.edu>


On Tue, 2 Mar 2004, William Adams wrote:

I've managed to create a .pdf which shows this bug on-screen. Sorry I
didn't think of that before, just saved pg. 38 as a PostScript print job
from Preview, then distilled w/ Acrobat Distiller w/ the Prinergy Refiner.

The problem seems to be the creation of bitmaps (three of them, 144 dpi)
on top of the vector text and graphics.

Wendy, I'm going to forward a copy of the .pdf separately to you @
wendy(a)tug.org --- if anyone else wants to see it e-mail me and I'll do
a mass mailing when I come in to work tomorrow.

William



Thanks you, I received it.
Folks, you can take a look at
http://www.tug.org/twg/mactex/surveys/2004/previewapp/adams/

and give William your feedback when he gets in tomorrow :-)

--wendy


-----------------------------------------------------
Please see <http://www.esm.psu.edu/mac-tex/> for list
guidelines, information, and LaTeX/TeX resources.




%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2.03
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%


Von: Ross Moore <ross@maths.mq.edu.au>
Datum: 3. März 2004 03:29:57 MEZ
An: "TeX on Mac OS X Mailing List" <MacOSX-TeX@email.esm.psu.edu>
Betreff: Re: [OS X TeX] Metafun manual Preview bug isolated
Antwort an: "TeX on Mac OS X Mailing List" <MacOSX-TeX@email.esm.psu.edu>

Hi Will,

On 03/03/2004, at 11:07 AM, William Adams wrote:

I've managed to create a .pdf which shows this bug on-screen. Sorry I
didn't think of that before, just saved pg. 38 as a PostScript print job
from Preview, then distilled w/ Acrobat Distiller w/ the Prinergy Refiner.

The problem seems to be the creation of bitmaps (three of them, 144 dpi)
on top of the vector text and graphics.

Thanks for doing this.

When this bug was first reported:

Date: Mon, 9 Feb 2004 12:23:57 -0700
From: Josh Carter <joshcarter@mac.com>
To: Hans Hagen <pragma@wxs.nl>, Wendy McKay <wgm@cds.caltech.edu>
Subject: Re: Oddity printing MetaFun manual

Wendy/Hans,

Here's the direct link:

http://www.pragma-ade.com/general/manuals/metafun-p.pdf

I'm using the MacOS X Preview app. I don't have Acrobat installed
anymore, since I haven't needed it with the new-and-improved Preview in
10.3. FWIW, I can zoom in in Preview and it displays the document just
fine, so I don't think it's OS X getting confused. It appears to be
something with HP's RIP, though it doesn't print any PostScript errors.
Unfortunately, I don't have any non-HP PostScript printers to test on.

... we verified that it wasn't printer-specific and gave the appearance
of using bitmaps inappropriately.

What would be nice is to get a handle on just what PostScript/PDF objects
or structures are triggering the generation of the bitmaps.
I'd guess it has something to do with transparency layers, but haven't
yet delved sufficiently into the PostScript description of these pages
to verify this, or pin-point the nature of the problem any more accurately.

The more that we can do to isolate the problem, then the easier it will be
for Apple to acknowledge it and to quickly produce a robust fix.


Wendy, I'm going to forward a copy of the .pdf separately to you @
wendy(a)tug.org --- if anyone else wants to see it e-mail me and I'll do
a mass mailing when I come in to work tomorrow.

Wendy has pre-empted you on this. :-)
Please let us know if you can discover anything new,
from a deeper analysis of the PostScript or PDF coding.



William

Cheers

	Ross


-- 
William Adams, publishing specialist
ATLIS
www.atlis.com
-----------------------------------------------------
Please see <http://www.esm.psu.edu/mac-tex/> for list
guidelines, information, and LaTeX/TeX resources.



------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ross Moore                                         ross@maths.mq.edu.au
Mathematics Department                             office: E7A-419
Macquarie University                               tel: +61 +2 9850 8955
Sydney, Australia                                  fax: +61 +2 9850 8114
------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------
Please see <http://www.esm.psu.edu/mac-tex/> for list
guidelines, information, and LaTeX/TeX resources.



